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A humanitarian mission into unfriendly starsA training cruise under the watch of a fortified fleet
baseThe closing jaws of a trap years in the makingIt has been over a year since the UnArcana
Worlds of the Protectorate of the Mage-King of Mars seceded, shattering the unity of the human
race. The new Republic of Faith and Reason has raised new banners in defiance of the power of
the Protectorate's Mage aristocracy.Now, Hand Damien Montgomery commands a relief mission
to a Republic world ravaged by famine. His humanitarian mission collides with a newborn
military beginning to flex its muscles—and a newborn nation prepared to accept no violations of
its sovereignty, regardless of their needs.Elsewhere, disaster strikes the Nia Kriti Fleet Base as
an earthquake shatters their only communication with the rest of the Protectorate. Officer-in-
training Roslyn Chambers is in the middle of the recovery effort when she realizes Nia Kriti is
under attack.The Republic is done with peace. They are coming for the Protectorate—and they
will see the fleets of Mars break!

Praise for the Starship's Mage Series"An entertaining space opera. Damien isn't your usual
hero, with bulletproof abs and square chin. He is short and of slight build, but his ethics set him
apart. Damien does his absolute best to do what's right and save people in his care, even if he
has to stand up to Mage-king of Mars himself. I own this series and I very much enjoyed it."-
Ilona Andrews, #1 NYT Bestselling Author"This series has everything! Action, character, heart,
and mystery woven masterfully together in Stewart's fascinating universe where science and
magic stand on equal footing. I love it!"- Jason M. Hough, NYT Bestselling Author of Zero
World"What seems like an implausible mix of SF and fantasy at first somehow combines into a
thoroughly engaging space opera read that manages to be fun while keeping the tension level
high. I'm ready for the next."- Cat Rambo, Former President of SFWAAbout the AuthorGlynn
Stewart is the author of Starship's Mage, a bestselling science fiction and fantasy series where
faster-than-light travel is possible-but only because of magic. His other works include science
fiction series Duchy of Terra, Castle Federation and Vigilante, as well as the urban fantasy series
ONSET and Changeling Blood.Writing managed to liberate Glynn from a bleak future as an
accountant. With his personality and hope for a high-tech future intact, he lives in Kitchener,
Ontario with his partner, their cats, and an unstoppable writing habit.
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a recurring debate among constitutional scholars as to where the First Hand of the Mage-King of
Mars fell among the five most powerful individuals in the Protectorate of said Mage-King. The
bearer of that title, after all, wielded the full power and support of the Mage-King everywhere
outside the Sol System, and the current bearer had been declared above even the Council of the
Protectorate.On the other hand, Damien Montgomery realized, constitutional scholars and
kittens didn’t speak to each other much.“No, Persephone, you are not allowed on the desk,” he
told the ten-month-old black kitten measuring the jump. “We’ve had this
conversation.”Persephone listened as well as she ever did. She landed on the touchscreen
covering the desk, scattering the overlarge icons across the screen. Several flickered up onto
the “glass” screen of the external window of the observation deck Damien had claimed as his
office.The First Hand of the Mage-King was a small man, barely a hundred and fifty centimeters
tall and slight with it. The cat purring on his desk matched the color of both his hair and the suit
blazer he wore.He eyed Persephone for several seconds then reached out a hand. The black
leather gloves he wore didn’t conceal the unmoving state of his fingers. The gap between the
gloves and his shirt showed the truth as well, the strange ridges of burn scars once again
holding the shirt sleeve up.Damien twitched his hand and conjured power. One moment, the
kitten was purring at him from his desk. The next, there was a slight pop of air and she was on
the floor.Still purring.He sighed and reached down to scratch her head. It was a careful,
somewhat painful process, but it was why he even had Persephone. Petting an animal was good
therapy for his burnt hands and fingers, so Kiera Alexander, the sixteen-year-old Princess of
Mars, had found him a kitten.“System, reset screens to forty-five seconds ago,” he ordered
aloud. The computer wasn’t smart enough to recognize feline intervention, but it would follow
orders.Unlike the kitten.From his observation-deck office aboard the Royal Martian Navy
battlecruiser Duke of Magnificence, Damien could see the ships scattered through the void
outside. His convoy was resting in deep space, waiting for the Mages aboard the various vessels



to be ready to jump.A second cruiser, Glory in Honest Purpose, was far enough away to be little
more than a star. The computer screens in the observation window, however, happily added a
subtle iconography to help Damien track his ships.Between Duke of Magnificence and Glory in
Honest Purpose hung fourteen freighters, a hastily gathered convoy carrying over a hundred
and fifty million tons of grain, rice and other non-perishable food supplies.The relief convoy was
one jump outside of the Korma System, but Damien had ordered that they wait until they had two
Mages ready to jump. He didn’t want to bring the convoy into the Korma System until he was
certain he could bring the convoy out.Korma was one of the UnArcana World systems that had
seceded from the Protectorate eighteen months before. Technically, Damien was violating the
borders of the newly-founded Republic of Faith and Reason.The colony on Kormar, however,
had made the rather common decision to concentrate the majority of the planet’s food
production into the regions most accommodating to Earth-standard crops. A newly mutated
bacteria had decided said crops were an amazing delicacy and, from the reports the
Protectorate had received, eaten basically the entire food crop.Famine wasn’t normally a
problem in the twenty-fifth century, but few Mages would jump a ship into a Republic where they
were automatic second-class citizens at best. No one had ever found a way to travel between
the stars that didn’t require a Mage to teleport a starship, which meant the Republic was highly
reliant on the few Mages who would take their money.That wasn’t enough ships to feed a world.
One of those ships’ captains, however, had reported what he’d learned about Kormar to the
Protectorate…and now Damien was here.He studied the readouts on his ships and teleported
Persephone back to the floor in mid-jump, before she could mess with his icons. The kitten
landed on the ground with a thump and a confused mewp.He was bringing enough food to feed
Kormar’s populace for most of a year, more than enough time to get their crops back in order.
His only real concern was how the Republic world would react to the help being offered by the
Protectorate.As far as Desmond Michael Alexander the Third, the Mage-King of Mars, was
concerned, his protectorate was all humanity. The nation of the Protectorate might have shrunk
when the Republic seceded, but the Mage-King’s responsibility to guard humanity hadn’t.A
grumpy meow distracted Damien from his thoughts, and he glanced aside to watch Persephone
jump onto his desk from a completely different angle, where he didn’t see her until she landed
on the smooth surface. She skidded to a halt and met his gaze with sparkling blue eyes.He
sighed and raised one of his broken hands. There was a pop of displaced air, and Persephone
dropped onto his lap. He carefully lowered a hand to scratch her ears, and she leaned into him
with a purr.“Don’t worry, Persephone,” he told her softly. “This is a relief mission. Even the
Republic isn’t going to cause too much trouble when we’re here to feed a planet.”If only he truly
believed that.“Lord Montgomery.”Mage-Captain Kole Jakab was a tall man with the pale skin of a
lifelong spacer. Contrary to his appearance, Damien knew Jakab had been born in London, on
Earth. He also knew Jakab rarely traveled to Earth and never to England.“Mage-Captain. Are we
ready?” Damien asked.“All of the convoy ships report ready to jump,” the Mage-Captain replied.
“Glory and Duke are at battle stations; all hands are prepared for the worst.”“I hope it doesn’t



come to that,” the Hand murmured.“So do we all, my lord,” Jakab agreed. “But this is also the first
time RMN ships have entered a Republic system since the Secession. This has every chance of
turning into a diplomatic nightmare.”“And that, Mage-Captain, is why I’m here,” Damien reminded
him.Before Jakab could reply, their conversation was interrupted by the arrival of Persephone on
Damien’s desk again. His controls were set to be used without having mobile fingers, so the cat
was far too able to mess with his settings.Fortunately, Damien managed to catch her before she
managed to turn off the call. He winced as her purring weight settled onto his hand, and carefully
brought his second hand to bear to carry the cat to his lap.“How’s the cat therapy going?” his
Captain asked, manfully restraining his laughter.“If nothing else, she’s good for keeping my ego
in check,” Damien said. “It’s nice to have one person around who doesn’t follow my orders. No
matter how much I beg.”“And your hands, my lord?” Jakab said, his voice suddenly gentler. “Are
you…are you up for this, Lord Montgomery?”Damien snorted.“It’s a little late to raise that
concern, isn’t it, Captain?” he replied. “I’m in better shape than I’ve been in for eighteen
months.”Jakab arched an eyebrow at him.“And how long before you’re expected to have full
function again, Damien?”“At least another eighteen months,” Damien admitted. “I cannot sit idly
by and do nothing, Captain. I will not. Injured or not, I remain the First Hand of the Mage-King. I
will do my job.”“If I’d lost the use of my hands, I don’t think my doctors would have let me go back
to work yet,” his subordinate pointed out.“Yes, but, well…I am the First Hand,” Damien said with a
chuckle. “Rank has its privileges, I suppose, and today those privileges include helping to save a
world from famine. Shall we get this show on the road?”“‘Helping,’ the man who organized the
whole thing says,” Jakab replied dryly. “We await only your order, Lord Montgomery.”“Then you
have it,” Damien said firmly. “Let’s go save a planet, Captain. I’ll be on the flag deck in five
minutes.”The convoy Damien had put together would normally have had a flag officer attached
to it. While he’d basically grabbed every ship to hand, including his normal ride in Duke of
Magnificence, he’d missed acquiring a flag officer.That put him in command himself. In theory, at
least. Most of Damien’s space battle experience consisted of sitting on his hands while Kole
Jakab carried the day. The Mage-Captain was just about due to get kicked to flag rank himself,
which was all but guaranteed by the glowing recommendation of the First Hand.But Duke was
Kole Jakab’s ship, which meant the Mage-Captain was on the bridge. At the center of the
warship, the bridge also acted as the simulacrum chamber, the nerve center of the magic that
propelled the vessel between the stars.Jakab’s location meant the battlecruiser’s flag deck went
unused, so Damien had taken it over long before. The Hand had lived aboard the cruiser, off and
on, for several years now. Jakab was used to having a Hand in his back pocket, and Damien was
used to having a ship and crew he could rely on utterly.“All right, Captain,” Damien said as he slid
into the Admiral’s seat on the flag deck. The chamber around the big hologram was sparsely
occupied. Damien didn’t use a full flag officer’s staff, and most of the Navy staff officers he did
have knew perfectly well that he expected them to support Jakab, not him.“What have we
got?”The Korma System rotated in his hologram, icons marking twelve worlds. Damien
categorized them almost absently: four gas giants, eight rocks, no significant asteroid belt. One



habitable and inhabited planet, Kormar.“About what we were expecting,” Jakab told him. “We
had to jump in at the freighters’ safe distance, so we’re a good day from orbit of Kormar. About a
two-minute round trip for coms whenever you want to say hello.”“Warships?” Damien
asked.“Twelve Legatan-built Crucifix-class gunships,” his captain replied instantly. “Duke or Glory
could take them out in a single salvo if they decide to be troublesome.”“If that’s needed, things
have gone very wrong,” Damien told him. “You are authorized to take whatever actions you see
necessary to defend the freighters, though. Am I clear?”From the way Jakab swallowed, he
recognized that Damien had just handed him a blank check to start a war. Of course, Damien
wouldn’t have given him that authorization if he didn’t trust the man.“Yes, my lord.”“So, a dozen
gunships, no fortifications?” Damien asked.“Kormar didn’t have anything significant before the
Secession, and it doesn’t look like they’ve upgraded. If there’s anything here we weren’t
expecting, it’s at Baghdad with the cloudscoop.”The closest gas giant to Kormar flashed on the
hologram on the flag deck. There wasn’t a lot of industry there, but with the UnArcana Worlds’
refusal to use magic, a cloudscoop was a necessity. If you didn’t have Mages producing
antimatter, then you needed hydrogen and helium for fusion generators.And if you were running
a fleet, you’d need the same to keep your ships fueled. If there was a Republic force in the
system, it would be at Baghdad.Damien’s intelligence suggested that the Republic had maybe
sixty Mages who’d been tempted into working for them by vast piles of cash. Any Republic force
would inevitably be small in numbers—though he suspected the Republic had surprises for
them.The core of the Republic was Legatus, after all, and Legatus was the single most
industrialized Core World, second only to Sol itself in human space. They might only have sixty
Mages, but if they put each of them on something equivalent to the RMN’s battleships,
well…“Keep an eye on Baghdad, then,” Damien ordered. “For now, though, I need to make a call.
We need to let the locals know their groceries are here.”2“This message is for the government of
Kormar,” Damien told the camera. With over a light-minute between his convoy and the planet,
there was no point in attempting to have a live conversation.“I am Damien Montgomery, First
Hand of the Mage-King of Mars. News of the damage to your agricultural zones has reached us
via one of the ships that visited earlier this month. We organized this convoy as quickly as we
could.“I am attaching a manifest of our cargo, but to summarize: we are carrying just over one
hundred and fifty million tons of non-perishable food supplies. I also have a specialist team of
microbiologists who have volunteered to help finish getting the bacterial problem under
control.”In all likelihood, Damien knew, the problem was already under control. The resources of
even a single world were immense, after all. They just couldn’t conjure food out of thin air.“My
convoy consists of fourteen freighters of various sizes and two Royal Martian Navy cruisers
under my direct authority,” he continued. “You have my word that we are not here to harm
anyone, but I cannot justify allowing the convoy into Republic space without an escort.”He
smiled sadly. That wasn’t something he’d even thought of on his own. He’d originally only
intended to bring Duke, but Jakab had pointed out that the Republic was hardly friendly space
these days.“I make our ETA into Kormar orbit approximately twenty-five hours,” he told them. “We



have sufficient shuttle capacity to deliver the cargo to distribution centers identified by you in
roughly ten days. We do not know how the situation has progressed, so any information update
you can provide us will allow us to help you more effectively.“If we need to complete the delivery
more rapidly, we will need assistance from local transport.“I await your response.”He cut the
recording and hit Transmit, leaning back in his seat to study the hologram as he waited.“Do you
think there’ll be trouble?”Damien looked over at the head of his bodyguards, Special Agent
Mage-Captain Denis Romanov of both the Protectorate Secret Service and the Royal Martian
Marine Corps. Romanov had a similar slim and dark-haired build to Damien himself but was over
forty centimeters taller than his boss.“I want to say that this is a humanitarian mission,” Damien
replied. “I want to believe that the Governor and his people will be reasonable and accept our
help in the spirit it’s offered in.”“So do I,” Romanov agreed. “But?”“I’m expecting trouble,” the
Hand confirmed. “I’m hoping for just some bureaucratic pushback and chest-thumping bullshit.
Maybe some ‘spontaneous’ demonstrations when the shuttles touch down—and potentially
some legit food riots when we’re making deliveries.”“We have Marines assigned to every drop,”
his bodyguard pointed out. “Assault shuttles flying cover, with Nix-Seven supplies and
SmartDarts. We can neutralize any riots without casualties.”“With minimal casualties,” Damien
corrected. Both Nix-Seven—Neutralization Solution Seven—and the auto-calibrating taser
SmartDarts were almost guaranteed not to actually kill anyone. It still wasn’t reasonable to knock
large swathes of people unconscious without expecting some injuries and deaths.“In all honesty,
I’m worried about the Republic,” he continued. “We have a surprisingly complete lack of
intelligence on the classes or numbers of the new Republic Interstellar Navy. Without knowing
what our potential opponent has in terms of capabilities, I can’t predict how they’re going to
jump.”“So we watch and wait,” Romanov replied.“Exactly.” Damien shook his head. “Hell, Denis, I
don’t even know who the Governor of Kormar is right now.” He gestured to the camera with a half-
frozen hand. “All I can do is wait for them to get back to me and hope they decide to be
cooperative.”“There’s what, eighty million people on Kormar?” his bodyguard asked. “That’s a lot
of reasons to be cooperative. I don’t care how big of an asshole the Governor is—they can’t get
reelected if their constituents are dead.”The minimum round-trip time for a communication had
already passed by the time Romanov had reached his conclusion, but Damien hadn’t expected
an immediate response. It would be over a day before they reached the orbit of Kormar, so the
locals had time.Time to go over his message and scans of his convoy with a fine-toothed comb.
Time to panic, to argue and to decide what they were going to do.In the end, it took them over an
hour to respond to his message. Their response was tightbeamed directly to Duke of
Magnificence, where Jakab’s crew relayed it to the flag deck.“System, play the recording,”
Damien ordered after it arrived. The repeater screens on the admiral’s seat simply didn’t have
enough space for the expanded icons and control schemes he currently needed. The voice
commands weren’t perfect, but they were enough.The image that appeared in the main holotank
was of a petitely attractive blonde woman flanked on both sides by grim-looking men and
women around a dark red conference table. The hologram picked up the interface touch screens



and tablets scattered across the table, though an automatic filter on the transmitting end blocked
their screens.“Hand Montgomery, I am Governor Rozalia Motta. I am the elected leader of the
planet of Kormar under the authority of the Republic of Faith and Reason.”Motta let her words
hang for several seconds before she gestured at the men and women with her.“These are my
Cabinet, the men and women I rely on to help govern Kormar. Our greatest task in recent months
has been to deal with the growing crisis overtaking our world.”She grimaced.“You offer hope,
Hand Montgomery, but I know who you are. The First Hand does not lightly cross between stars,
and I can not blindly accept whatever price you demand for this aid. My duty is to my people
first.“So, tell me, Montgomery, what does the Mage-King demand for his help today?”The
recording froze and Damien nodded.“System, record for transmission.”He focused his gaze on
the camera and smiled sadly.“Governor Motta, the Republic may have left the Protectorate, but
realize that I am not your enemy,” he said gently. “If you know who I am, you know my word is
good. I know you have no reason to trust me today, but there is no price for this help. This is a
purely humanitarian effort. We may have drawn a border between us, but we all remain human.“It
would neither serve our purposes nor fulfill our ethical burden to allow your people to starve. We
offer aid the only way my King or I see as right: as neighbors, with open hands.“I will not leave
innocents to suffer while it is within my power to help.”Damien shook his head.“You do not need
to trust me, Governor Motta. I must simply ask you: what kind of monster would dangle hope in
front of your people and hold it hostage? And do you truly believe me to be that kind of
monster?”He tapped the one command he could easily control, to end the recording, then sent it
on. It would still be most of a day before they made it orbit. He had time to convince Motta to trust
him.And, like he said, he didn’t need her to trust him. He just needed her to let him feed her
people.The next message—just over an hour later—that Damien received was a recording from
the same elegantly-decorated conference room. Unlike before, however, this time the Governor
sat alone.Of course, it was entirely possible her Cabinet was just out of sight of the camera, and
it was almost certain there were still bodyguards in the room, but the effort was being made to
suggest she was speaking to him in confidence.Damien didn’t believe it for a second, but she
was at least trying.“Hand Montgomery,” Motta greeted him. “Understand, first of all, that I do not
—that I cannot—acknowledge your authority. Even to the extent of granting you the honorifics
you would be given in the Protectorate. I am bound, as I’m sure you realize, by the policies and
dictates of the Republic and the Lord Protector.”George Solace had handily transitioned his role
as President of Legatus into Lord Protector of the newborn Republic. Damien wasn’t entirely
certain just how much, say, voting had been involved in that transition.He was becoming a cynic
at the grand old age of thirty-odd.“Regardless of my opinions of the Protectorate, however, well…
I ordered planetwide rationing fifteen days ago. Even with the controls and restrictions, it is likely
we will see serious shortfalls inside the next month. We are…at least six months from any kind of
homegrown crop relief. And that, Hand Montgomery, is dependent on either a breakthrough in
dealing with this bacterial infestation or pure luck in the success of quarantining the new fields
we’re breaking now.”Damien winced. They were worse off than he’d thought. Even as he’d made



sure to have a team of microbiologists and their equipment so that he could help deal with the
bacteria, he’d still assumed that Kormar had solved the problem themselves.“We need the food
your convoy is carrying. We need your help. But I cannot sacrifice the choices my people made
in willingly joining the Republic. If you are truly here as neighbors, then you are welcome and I
am grateful for your help.“But realize that I have no choice but to watch your every move with the
greatest of caution. I will defend my people.”Governor Motta laid her hands on the table and
faced the camera head on.“Until you give me reason to disbelieve your assurances, however,
you and your convoy are cleared to enter Kormar orbit. We will have distribution center locations
for you to begin delivery to by the time you’re here, and I will make certain we have a detailed
breakdown of our available shuttlecraft as well.“Thank you.”The recording ended and Damien
breathed a sigh of relief.“Make sure that’s passed on to Mage-Captain Jakab and the rest of the
convoy,” he ordered. “Let’s get this done, people.”3Glory in Honest Purpose led the way into
Kormar orbit, the silver spike of the Martian cruiser glowing bright white in the exhaust plume of
the engines around her. Freighters followed her, establishing a neat globe formation as Duke of
Magnificence took up the rear.The cruisers on either side of the freighter formation were
probably where the gaze of every military professional in the system was focused. Damien’s
focus, however, was on the shuttlecraft the freighters were already deploying.One hundred and
fifty million tons of cargo meant fifteen thousand standard ten-thousand-ton cargo containers.
Even the most capable heavy-lift shuttle couldn’t deliver more than four of those to the surface in
a single pass.Across Damien’s entire convoy, he had roughly two hundred and fifty shuttles with
a total capacity of five hundred containers. Each flight would take eight hours, which meant off-
loading his convoy would take over a week.There was a cargo station in Kormar orbit, but even if
Damien was prepared to attach any of his ships to the local space station, it wouldn’t get
anything down to the surface any faster.“Any word from the locals on shuttles?” he asked Jakab
as he joined the Mage-Captain on the bridge. With the ship securing from maneuvers, he didn’t
need to worry as much about jostling the older man’s elbow.“Vague promises and unclear
timelines,” his subordinate replied. “You wouldn’t think they were going to starve if we didn’t
deliver this food.”“That’s strange,” Damien murmured. “We were promised assistance. They can
run the numbers on how long it will take to offload the cargo just as well as we can. What about
the gunships?”“They pulled them all back to their refueling station. That sits at a Lagrange point
with the moon, L3-equivalent. Not out of range, but they’ve locked the ships down.”“We didn’t
even ask for that,” Damien said. That was more of a gesture of surrender than of cooperation.“I
suspect the Governor doesn’t trust her Republic-funded defenders not to do something stupid,”
Jakab replied. “I’ve passed the order that no Mages go down to the surface, sir. We’re here to
help, not cause trouble.”The UnArcana Worlds had uniformly banned the practice of magic on
their planets, a reaction to the Compact that gave Mages special rights on the worlds of the
Protectorate. Damien wasn’t sure what the Republic’s rules on Mages were, but he doubted they
were any gentler.There was no reason to court trouble.“Good call, Captain,” he confirmed.
“Anything looking suspicious in the rest of the system?”“Not yet,” Jakab said. “We’re keeping our



sensors online, though, and doing occasional active sweeps.” He shook his head. “I’m finding
myself wishing we’d picked up a couple of destroyers on the way. More eyes would help with this
itch down my spine.”“You too, huh?” Damien studied the screens that covered every surface in
the simulacrum chamber bridge. “My read on Motta is that she’s on the level. She wants to help
her people, and she’s willing to let us help her.”He was silent for several seconds, looking at the
planet below them.“I’m hearing a but there, my lord,” Jakab concluded.“Yes. Motta was the
Governor before the Secession. She isn’t due to stand for reelection for another year—and she
predates the Republic. Before the Secession, I’d say the final decision was hers. Now…I have to
wonder what Republican authority is in this system.”Damien shook his head.“In their place, I’d at
least have someone keeping an eye on her—hells, on all of the Governors, but especially on
anyone who hadn’t been vetted by a Republic-supervised election. I wouldn’t put it past the ‘Lord
Protector’ to have someone in Korma who can override the local Governor.”“A Hand-equivalent?”
Jakab said with a chuckle.“Yeah. Except His Majesty would be pissed if I interfered in a
humanitarian mission like this…and I’m not so confident in the opinions of Lord Protector
Solace.”The shuttles were underway within the hour, five million tons of food heading towards
sixty-two distribution centers scattered across the two inhabited continents.Even from orbit,
Damien could see the damage done by the new bacterial problem. Most of the images he had
on file of Kormar had a glowing golden heart just north of the capital city. That heart was a
massive prairie that supported enough food for a world of eighty million souls, along with a
readily exportable surplus.The massive collection of farms had been visible from orbit. They still
were, he supposed, though it was a sick blue-black color now, not golden. It was almost
grotesque, and he was sure the bacteria were spreading into the cities, too. The destruction of
trees and gardens wasn’t a crisis like the loss of thousands of square kilometers of farmland, but
it would have its own impact.“We’ll want to coordinate getting Dr. Aputsiaq’s team down to the
surface as soon as possible,” he told Jakab. Dr. Itzel Aputsiaq was the Earth-native
microbiologist leading the team he’d “borrowed” from Tau Ceti’s main university.“Already working
on it,” the Captain replied. “The locals are making me nervous, my lord. Until about an hour
before we hit orbit, everything was going smoothly and everyone was being perfectly helpful and
cooperative.“Then, suddenly, we couldn’t get a straight answer out of anyone about anything
except the DCs.”Damien nodded slowly.“Keep it quiet,” he told Jakab, “but bring both warships to
status two. I don’t think we’ll see an attack from the planet, but something wicked this way
comes.”“Yes, my lord.”“Lord Montgomery, you need to see this,” a young dark-haired Lieutenant
suddenly reported. Damien took a moment to process where she was and attach a name and
role to the face: Lieutenant Sarah Wayan, a Tau Ceti native—and Duke of Magnificence’s junior
communications officer.“What is it, Lieutenant Wayan?” he asked as he crossed to the woman’s
station. She seemed almost taken aback that he knew her name, and he managed not to visibly
shake his head.The Lieutenant was one of the few officers on the bridge actually younger than
he was, but he’d also made a point of at least knowing the main officers in each of Duke’s
departments.It made his job easier.“We’re receiving a request for an encrypted and scrambled



tightbeam channel,” Wayan told him after a moment. “It’s coming from a satellite we hadn’t
picked out as unusual from the regular orbitals, and the codes are…odd.”“Odd how?”“They
flagged as expired, so I double-checked what they were,” she admitted. “They’re the Protectorate
gubernatorial codes for Korma. All of those were deactivated in our system, but I still have them
and can activate the protocols.”“Protocols the Republic would only have access to if Governor
Motta had given it to them,” Damien murmured.“Exactly, sir. I might be able to trace the relay
back to the original source, but it may take some time…”“Do it,” he ordered. “Since I suspect I
can guess the origin, however, connect Governor Motta to my office while you’re doing that. Full
encryption, full scramble, maximum tightbeam. I don’t want anyone in this star system to know
we’re in communication.”He looked over at Mage-Captain Jakab.“Governor Motta is going quite
a bit out of her way to speak to me in confidence,” he noted. “The least I can do is return the
favor.”Damien was completely unsurprised to find Persephone asleep on his desk when he
returned to his office. There was a small cat door in the wall between the observation deck and
his quarters, and the kitten could get between Damien’s two main spaces with ease.“Okay, cat,”
he addressed her. She rose and stretched, blinking slowly at him as she started purring. “Work
time. Get down.”He was about to teleport her to the floor when, to his surprise, she calmly leapt
down onto the chair and then the floor. Shaking his head, he settled into his seat—and
Persephone promptly curled up on his feet.He activated the channel that Wayan had sent up,
and smiled slightly as his guess was confirmed. Governor Rozalia Motta looked out of the
screen, sitting in a small office with the blinds drawn behind her.“You know, we did deactivate
those codes, Governor,” he noted conversationally.“I assumed you had,” she agreed. “I also
assumed you had them on file just in case. It was a gamble, Hand Montgomery, but it seems to
have paid off. No one on my side knows I’m speaking to you.”“That’s a gamble all on its own, isn’t
it, Governor?” he asked. “Some might say that’s treason.”“They’d probably be right, but
sometimes, the people I’m supposed to work with decide to be bloody morons,” she snapped.
“I’ve been ordered—ordered, Hand Montgomery—to hold all of my shuttles on the surface. The
ground teams at the distribution centers have instructions to delay your shuttles on the ground
as well.”“That seems…less than efficient at getting your people taken care of,” Damien said
slowly.“That’s because that isn’t the point. There’s a gunship carrier at the cloudscoop, Hand
Montgomery,” Motta told him flatly. “They can’t get my people food, but they can sure turn up
warships to cause trouble when someone else does.”Damien wasn’t even entirely certain what a
“gunship carrier” was, but he suspected they were about to find out in far greater detail than he
could ever hope.“They’re going to attack.”“Technically, your warships’ presence here is an act of
war,” she reminded him. “So, the esteemed Admiral Emerson Wang has decided to destroy your
cruisers and seize the freighters. He thinks he can take your two ships without much difficulty,
especially with the advantage of surprise.”“An advantage you are taking away,” Damien noted. “I
suspect, Governor, that that is treason. Why are you helping us?”“Because you’re helping me,”
Motta told him. “Given the choice between the arrogant bastard who’s giving me, the elected
Governor of this damn star system, orders, and the people who showed up in my people’s hour



of need with a hundred million tons of food…”She sighed.“I swore an oath, Damien Montgomery,
and it didn’t say a single damn thing about Republic or Protectorate. It said a lot about defending
and serving the people of the Korma System. Admiral Wang is not under my orders; his chain of
command goes straight to Legatus. I can’t do more than warn you, but…I can’t not do that,
either.”“I understand. Thank you, Governor Motta,” he told her. “I wish it hadn’t come to this.”“So
do I.” She shook her head. “Do what you must, Hand Montgomery. But if you possibly can…don’t
let my people suffer for this.”“If I possibly can, at all, Governor, I won’t.”4“A gunship carrier?”
Jakab asked Damien after he was filled in. “What the hell is that?”“I’m going to guess a jump-
ship that carries gunships,” Damien replied with a forced chuckle. He stepped back into the flag
deck as they were speaking, moving into the flag officer’s seat and checking over the
hologram.“I know we’ve seen ships used to carry gunships before,” he continued. “The whole
mess at Antonius—and some of the crap I got involved in before I was a Hand. It’s a logical step
forward, given their limitation on Mages. They’ve got a small number of big ships, but to make up
the difference in hulls and flexibility, they give them a few squadrons of, say, Crucifix-type
gunships.”“Speaking of which, the orbital patrol is staying right where they are,” Jakab pointed
out. “Whatever’s coming down the pipeline, they’re not getting involved.”“Thank God for small
mercies,” Damien said. “Bring Glory out to join Duke in formation. They’re not going to try to hit
the freighters, but we don’t want to risk even one misguided missile going that way.”“How do you
want to play this, my lord?”“This is their star system, Mage-Captain. Find them, hail them…but
they have to fire first. You are authorized to do whatever is necessary to defend your ships and
the convoy, but we cannot initiate the engagement.”“That could end very, very badly, my lord,”
Jakab said.“I know,” Damien admitted grimly. “But our presence here is a provocation, so we will
minimize that as best as we can. We’ll play with kid gloves—but not enough to risk our ships; am
I clear?”“Yes, my lord.”“Kole?”“Yes, my lord?” Jakab asked carefully. Damien rarely used his first
name, but it was a useful tool for making the officer stop and take careful stock of what the Hand
was saying.“Am I wrong?” Damien asked. “I’m looking at the political situation here, but you’re
the military officer. Is this the wrong call?”The Mage-Captain sighed.“No, Damien, you’re right,”
he conceded. “It just…goes against the grain to know I have to let them get the first swing
in.”“Find them, Mage-Captain. The better we know the threat, the better we can adjust to it. Plus,
just knowing we’re watching might be enough to make everyone stop and think.”“You know that’s
unlikely, right?”Damien grimaced.“Yes, Mage-Captain, I know. We do what we must.”“I don’t have
any unusual heat signatures,” Duke’s tactical officer, Commander Kristopher Cisternino,
reported. “There’s nothing out there running engines of any kind except the usual collection of in-
system clippers.”Damien was looking those over as the tactical officer spoke. Korma was
classed as a MidWorld, which meant they had quite a bit of in-system traffic. A dozen ships of
similar size to the freighters in the convoy but lacking jump matrices were the crown jewels, each
hauling four or five million tons of cargo between various platforms and outposts. Another
hundred or so smaller ships were scattered around, personal yachts and small transports and
suchlike.None of those civilian ships were heading toward Kormar. What traffic was moving



around the system was, rather intelligently, avoiding the warships. They might have done the
same even before the Protectorate ships had counted as vessels of a foreign power.Now, well…
Damien had seen enough of the news and fearmongering being distributed in the Republic.
Even knowing the Protectorate had no intention of invading the Republic, he’d still have given the
cruisers a wide berth in the locals’ place.“I doubt the Governor went to that much effort to warn
us for nothing,” he murmured. “So, what are we missing?”“Not much,” Jakab replied. “They’ve
turned their engines off, and while we can pick up a ship by its operating heat signature, we
need to be much closer. They’re trying to be sneaky.”“I figured that much out.” Damien studied
the hologram. “But they’re almost certainly coming from Baghdad, correct?”“Agreed,” the
Captain said. “Depending on how far out they are, we might be able to identify them with a
focused sensor pulse. There’s no way we can do that without them knowing what we’re doing,
though. They’d know they were detected—and they’d know we had a reason to be looking for
them.”“We don’t have a choice.” Damien shook his head. “The cloudscoop and the naval position
there are the most likely source of an enemy force, regardless. They might be suspicious, but it’s
not an unreasonable course of action.“Pulse them, Mage-Captain. Stand by to bring both ships
to battle stations.”“Understood.”The sensor scan was shown on Damien’s hologram as a white
bubble, arcing out in the direction of the gas giant Baghdad. Every second it traveled was two
seconds before he’d see any response, but after the first twenty seconds, they at least knew they
weren’t in laser range of the Republic force.“Got them!” Cisternino snapped, then swallowed
audibly. “I make it twenty light-seconds, one hundred individual contacts…make that one-
fifty.”“Damn,” Damien murmured. “Do we have any details?”“Negative, all I can tell you is that
they’re out there and they’re not very big,” the tactical officer admitted. “Maybe twenty meters
across, thirty to fifty meters long. None of the rotational pods of a Crucifix.”“Specifically designed
for this,” Jakab concluded. “How long have they been planning this?”“At least since the Antonius
Incident,” Damien pointed out. “Record for transmission.”He faced the camera and smiled
grimly.“Republic gunships, this is Hand Damien Montgomery aboard the Protectorate
battlecruiser Duke of Magnificence. We are on a humanitarian mission to deliver food and
technical assistance to Kormar. We are not, I repeat, not on a hostile mission and mean no harm
to anyone.“I have authorized these ships to defend themselves, but there’s no need to start a
fight here today,” Damien said softly. “We’re here to help Kormar. You’re here to protect Kormar.
Those don’t contradict each other.“Please. Let me help these people. Then we’ll leave. That’s all
I ask.”The message left and he shook his head.“Think it will help?” Jakab asked.“Maybe.
Legatus had a number of intelligent, reasonable officers and crews,” Damien reminded himself. “I
can only hope that the Republic had similar recruiting standards.”“Well, that’s an answer, I
suppose.”The gunships had flipped in space, launching missiles and accelerating away from the
Martian cruisers.“No communications, I presume?” Damien continued, trying and failing to get a
feel for the numbers showing on his hologram. “Someone want to fill the glorified civilian in?”“No
coms,” Jakab confirmed. “One hundred and fifty gunships, six launchers apiece. Nine hundred
missiles, accelerating at ten thousand gravities. That’s an upgrade on the last numbers we had



for Legatan antimatter birds, but I can’t even guess their flight time.”“Enough to reach us seems
reasonable.” Damien was running numbers on the part of the scenario he did fully understand.
“Their new course is going to keep them outside of our laser and amplifier range. They’re playing
it cautious.”“Agreed,” Jakab replied. “Your orders, my lord?”It was arguable whether the Republic
had just declared war on the Protectorate—Damien’s convoy was in their space, after all—but
they had declared war on this flotilla.“I already gave them,” Damien said quietly. “Defend the
convoy, Mage-Captain Jakab. This part is your job.”There were three Runes carved into
Damien’s skin that made him a far more powerful Mage than Jakab, but the simulacrum
chamber that co-existed with Duke’s bridge was linked to an even more powerful version of his
Runes of Power.From the simulacrum chamber, Damien had once worked magic few other
Mages could—but even Jakab could use the amplifier to terrifyingly and incredible effect. And
Jakab was more experienced at using a warship amplifier than Damien was.So, Damien would
leave the fighting to the professionals. Even as his burned hands twinged in pain at the
memories of the times he hadn’t.He had, after all, had five Runes of Power at one point.5The
two cruisers had already positioned themselves between the incoming Republic vessels and the
convoy. Now they accelerated outward, toward the missiles.The runes providing the Protectorate
ships with gravity also worked to counteract acceleration, up to about ten to fifteen
gravities.Those ten gravities were a tiny thing against the ten thousand gravities the incoming
missiles were pulling, but it bought them more space and time to protect the freighters.Damien
watched in silence as his ships launched. Both of his ships were Honorific-class battlecruisers:
big, tough ships, among the most modern the Royal Martian Navy possessed. They
overwhelmingly outmassed the gunship flotilla thrown at them, but most of their advantages
would be seen in the exact type of drawn-out engagement the gunships were avoiding.Four
salvos blasted into space in just over a minute, and then the warships’ launchers were silent.
Even with each battlecruiser carrying eighty missile launchers, that probably wasn’t enough to
take out the retreating gunships…but Damien suspected that wasn’t Jakab’s plan.The missiles’
vectors quickly proved him right. They weren’t charging after the gunships—Jakab was clearly
assessing their risk as lower than their already-launched missiles. Damien wasn’t sure he
agreed with that, but it was the Mage-Captain’s decision to make.The earlier Legatan gunships
he had data on had carried multiple missiles for each launcher, capable of at least some
sustained engagement, and Damien didn’t think these new ships were that much smaller.They
were, however, falling back away from the convoy.“First missile intercept in ninety seconds,” one
of the handful of techs on the flag deck announced. “Last in one hundred forty seconds. RFLAM
range in one hundred fifty seconds.”Damien nodded his understanding.Rapid-Fire Laser Anti-
Missile turrets were the key component to his ships’ defenses. Each of his cruisers mounted a
hundred of them. All of the freighters in the convoy had at least two or three, though hopefully,
the Republican ships weren’t targeting the convoy.“Still no communication from the Republic
ships?” he asked.“Nothing. Just missiles.”The Hand shook his head. He hadn’t expected to avoid
a fight, not once the Republic force had sent gunships out at him, but he had expected them to



at least talk to him.The tactical affair of dealing with the incoming fire was Jakab’s job. The Mage-
Captain was focusing his attention on defending his ships. Damien could order an attack on the
fleeing gunships and Jakab would obey, but that…was contrary to his actual objectives
there.Which, of course, was why Jakab wasn’t firing on the gunships. It was a rather large
gesture of goodwill, and one that could easily cost the RMN force badly.Damien hoped the
bastards saw it that way.“First missile intercept. Seventy-two percent success rate,” the tech
reported. Damien took a moment to study the man, a dark-skinned Chief Petty Officer with
McQueen, Akash embroidered on his uniform.“Thank you, Chief McQueen,” he
murmured.“Second intercept…less effective,” McQueen continued.“That’s normal, right?”
Damien asked. He’d been in more than a few space battles by now, but usually, he’d been sitting
on Jakab’s bridge. This was the first time he’d been completely separated on the flag deck, and
he was realizing he didn’t like it.It was a lot harder to judge how the battle was going by the
Captain’s demeanor when you couldn’t see the Captain, after all.“Yeah, we’ve got an ugly
radiation hash out there from the antimatter warheads,” McQueen confirmed. “The Republic
birds are big, ugly weapons, too. Two-gigaton warheads to our one.”The third intercept was
slightly more effective than the second, Damien thought, but it was hard to tell. Like McQueen
had pointed out, the antimatter warheads were making a mess of the space in front of the
Martian flotilla. Each weapon that detonated made it harder to track the rest.There were still far
too many missiles out there for Damien’s peace of mind. Apparently, the cruiser Captains
agreed, as both ships began spewing missiles again. They were using multi-million-dollar
weapons systems as glorified flak, detonating the warheads in the middle of the incoming salvo
even as the RFLAM turrets came to life behind them.Then the missiles reached the distance at
which the amplifiers allowed the Mage-Captains to unleash their own power. Arcing “lightning”
flickered across the incoming fire, detonating dozens of missiles at once.And still they kept
coming. The sheer range of space-to-space weapons meant that Damien and his people
watched the missiles come in for almost ten minutes, and while everything they threw at the
incoming fire worked, there were just too many missiles.Two missiles exploded around Duke of
Magnificence, barely avoiding direct hits but still sending shockwaves and radiation pulses
hammering into the big cruiser’s armor. A few icons on Damien’s screens flashed yellow, but
Duke continued unharmed.Glory in Honest Purpose wasn’t so lucky. At least three missiles
scored direct hits, multi-gigaton explosions going off in contact with her hull. The battlecruiser
lurched in space, spewing atmosphere and vaporized metal—but she was still there.This was
the exact threat her armor had been designed for, after all.“Glory reports heavy damage,” Jakab
told Damien a few seconds later. “Most of their missiles and defense turrets are offline. Engines
are still mostly functional and they still have the amplifier.” The Mage-Captain grimaced.“She can
run, my lord, but she can’t fight.”Damien waited roughly five minutes to be sure he had all of the
information on the status of his ships. None of it was good. Duke was combat-capable. Glory
wasn’t. The only good news was that less than a dozen missiles had missed the cruisers and
gone for the freighters. None had come close enough to be a threat before they were



destroyed.“What’s the status of our shuttles?” he asked Romanov.The Special Agent wasn’t in
charge of the Marines aboard the convoy, but Damien would freely admit he used the man as an
interface with Colonel Petrik Dean Popov. Popov was a solid, reliable soldier, but he and
Romanov spoke what felt like a completely different language to Damien.“The locals are causing
trouble, as the Governor warned us,” his bodyguard said. “The off-loading seems to be
progressing on schedule, but the shuttles that have completed off-loading are being held
up.”“Wonderful.” Damien unconsciously tried to open a channel to Jakab from the repeater
screens on the arms of his seat. For half a second, his fingers let him—then the scar tissue
locked up and cramps tore through the muscles.The Hand swallowed an undignified curse as he
remembered himself.“System, open a link with Mage-Captain Jakab and Colonel Popov,” he
ordered the computer aloud as he gently shook his aching hand. The screens lit up with the two
officers’ images before Romanov could inquire about Damien’s health, which was a benefit.“My
lord,” Jakab greeted him. Popov gave him a wordless half-salute.“Jakab, what’s the status of the
gunships?” Damien asked.“Outside our weapons range now, falling back towards the
cloudscoop. I’m guessing there’s somebody else out there,” the Captain warned.“So am I,”
Damien agreed. “Colonel Popov, how much trouble are the locals giving us?”“So far, they’re
keeping it to claiming they can’t sort out flight clearances due to other traffic,” the Marine replied.
“Of course, unless said traffic is invisible…”“That’s what I figured. I want every shuttle headed
back for orbit in fifteen minutes,” Damien ordered. “If they can possibly dump their cargo and
leave sorting it out to the locals, they’re to do that. I want to get as much of this damn food on the
surface as possible.“Assuming they can make the fifteen minutes, how long until the entire
shuttle fleet is back aboard their transports?”“Three hours, give or take about twenty minutes,”
Popov answered instantly. “It would take about half an hour for them to refuel and pick up cargo
—”“They’re not picking up cargo,” Damien told them. “We’re recalling everybody, right now.
Colonel…”The Hand shook his head and grimaced. Only part of it was from pain.“Your Marines
are to do whatever is necessary to get those shuttles back to their transports,” he ordered. “I am
specifically including firing on local aircraft and ground troops; am I clear?”Popov nodded
grimly.“Yes, sir.” He paused. “I hope it won’t come to that, but…thank you, sir.”“I won’t lose
anyone else if I can avoid it,” Damien told the two officers. “Jakab, I want eyes on those gunships
from now until Judgment Day. There’s a mothership out there and I don’t want to play. Find
her.”“Yes, sir.” The Mage-Captain hesitated. “What do we do when we find her?”“Unless we can
negotiate some kind of ceasefire, we are leaving this system as soon as the shuttles are aboard,”
Damien said flatly. “The food we already delivered will buy them another month, with careful
rationing.“If the Republic won’t let us deliver food, then the Republic will have to save its own
people.”6To Damien’s relief, the shuttles managed to get clear without bloodshed. They even
managed to get all of their cargo landed safely for the locals.Five million tons of food wasn’t
much when weighed against eighty million appetites, but it would buy the people of Kormar time.
Time to solve their bacteria problem and grow new crops. Time to get help from the Republic
that seemed so damned determined to make sure that no one else helped.“Threat alert!”



McQueen reported sharply.Damien found himself looking at the wrong part of the displays. His
focus was on the planet, and he was half-expecting to see that the Republic military had
launched aircraft or something to take down his retreating shuttles.“Leaving Baghdad, my lord,”
the tech told him after a moment. “We have multiple major energy signatures heading out to
rendezvous with the gunships.”Damien adjusted the main display, zooming in on Baghdad and
the orbital platforms there. Five massive energy signatures were now plainly visible across the
entire star system, immense plumes of fusion energy from ships that were far larger than he’d
been expecting.“How much detail do we have?” he asked, sounding far calmer than he felt.“CIC
is working on it, but it’s definitely five capital ships using fusion engines. One’s somewhat bigger
than the others, but we’re still isolating energy and acceleration to identify mass.”Damien
nodded and looked at what data he had. Fusion drives were normally a civilian system. Both the
gunships and the missiles the Republic had thrown at him had been using antimatter drives.On
the other hand, antimatter in the Protectorate was the product of Transmuter Mages. Converting
matter into antimatter was a straightforward, if draining and dangerous, process for Mages in
general. Damien himself was known to use it as a weapon, though that was a trick that required
at least one Rune of Power to pull off.The Republic’s sole source of antimatter was a massive
particle-accelerator ring wrapped around Legatus’s largest gas giant. They obviously had
decided to prioritize where they were committing it.“I think we can assume that their missiles are
also antimatter-fueled, don’t you?” Damien murmured. A verbal command linked him to
Jakab.“What do you make of it, Captain?”“Carrier group,” the Mage-Captain replied instantly.
“Old wet-navy doctrine. They’re using the gunships as a force and hull multiplier, but they’ve got
escorts to protect the carrier herself. We’d need additional data on them, my lord, to say
more.”“There’s only one way to get that data, Mage-Captain,” Damien pointed out. “My reading
says we’re still breaking down the energy signatures, but we’re definitely outmassed and
outnumbered. Which means almost certainly outgunned.”He shook his head.“I won’t sacrifice
your ships or this convoy for tactical data we have no way of getting home,” he continued.The
only form of faster-than-light communication available to the Protectorate was the Runic
Transceiver Arrays, massive constructs of magic and runes that took years to build and could
project a speaking Mage’s voice to another RTA. They were too delicate and too large to be
attached to ships or fleets, which meant that Damien could only send messages home aboard a
ship.“How long until the shuttles are aboard?” Damien asked.“Seventy minutes,” Jakab reported.
“We’ve got time, my lord. Scans show them accelerating at roughly four gravities.”“They don’t
have magical gravity, so that makes sense. I can’t imagine they use their Mages for much other
than jumping the ships.”“Where did they even get the Mages for this?” his Captain asked.“Some
people will do anything for money,” Damien pointed out. “It’s not like our crime syndicates have
ever had a notable shortage of Jump Mages, after all. I’ll admit, though, I was expecting one big
ship. Not five smaller ones.”The sudden sick expression on Jakab’s face warned him before the
Mage-Captain spoke.“How about five big ones?” he asked. “CIC makes the carrier forty million
tons. Escorts are thirty apiece. Any one of those ships could probably take both Duke and



Glory.”“Get the convoy ready to move, Mage-Captain,” Damien ordered. “We were here to help
people, not fight a war—even if we could fight these people, I don’t want to!”The carrier group
continued to accelerate toward Damien’s convoy. Their acceleration might have been slow
compared to what his cruisers could manage, but it was better than most of his freighters could
pull off.On the other hand, they’d started a long way away. If they accelerated the whole way and
cut across his course at just the right angle, they could at least force a missile engagement as
the Martian forces withdrew.That wouldn’t get them the freighters, however, and Damien was
certain that the Republic had every intention of trying to seize his fleet.“Do you think they’re
really willing to doom Kormar for this grandstanding?” he asked Romanov.“I’m not sure, my lord,”
his bodyguard admitted. “I wouldn’t. There’s nothing in our files on this Admiral Emerson Wang,
though.”“I know. I looked,” Damien agreed. “He’s enough of a hard case to try and blow us to hell
and capture the convoy with his gunships, but so far, all it has cost him is a diplomatic incident
we’re both probably willing to smooth over.”It would be a disservice to his dead, but Damien
would do it anyway. The Royal Martian Navy had never been intended as a true warfighting
force. They only had three types of warships, and there were less than twenty battleships in
commission. A war would fall almost entirely on the cruisers and destroyers, and the entire RMN
had a strength of under three hundred ships.The carrier group on their screens would slice
through any cruiser squadron in the Protectorate, and there were very few formations or fleet
bases with more than a cruiser squadron in place. If the Republic had a carrier group there in the
Korma System, then Damien had to conclude they had at least three such groups. Almost
certainly more.Which made the armament programs taking place in the Sol and Tau Ceti
Systems utterly critical—and it would still be a year before any of the new cruisers were
commissioned, let alone the battleships or truly new warships.Destroyers were starting to come
out of the yards in small but increasing numbers, but Damien was now grimly aware of how short
those million-ton warships might come up against their potential new enemy.Both Damien and
his King were more prepared to see the Republic go its own way than they were to fight a war—
but if they had to fight a war, the Protectorate needed to complete their construction
program.“What happens if he pushes it?” Romanov asked.“Most likely?” Damien shook his
head. “We die. Duke of Magnificence and Glory in Honest Purpose can’t stop those ships, so if
they force a missile engagement, they’ll take us down. They won’t be able to stop the convoy
escaping, though. If they really want an atrocity to kick everything off, they might be able to
destroy half or more of the freighters, but not all of them.”“Someone would get home,” the Marine
concluded.“Exactly. And there’d be a war…and Kormar wouldn’t get the food they need,
either.”Damien looked at the hologram and the five ships hurtling toward him.“Admiral Wang has
to know that,” he admitted. “At least part of him is playing chicken, because I don’t care how
much of a hardcase he is. He almost certainly isn’t going to let eighty million of his own people
starve.”“So, what do we do?” Romanov asked.Damien looked down at the controls on his seat
and sighed.“We get someone to set up a com channel for me so I don’t hurt myself,” he replied.
“And then we’ll see if I can talk some sense into the good Admiral.”The coms officer, Gwen



Rustici, flashed Damien a thumbs-up as the recorder started.“Admiral Emerson Wang of the
Republic Interstellar Navy,” Damien greeted the Republican officer. “I am Damien Montgomery,
First Hand of the Mage-King of Mars.”He forced a smirk.“Of course, we both know who the other
is, but the niceties are required, aren’t they? Just like I have to ask why your battle group is
headed towards my convoy. I’m sure there is a long list of justifications you’ve written up for the
press and your superiors, but we both know the truth.“You are heading toward my convoy to
steal what was meant to be freely given, to destroy the ships I brought to protect that cargo, and
likely to force the Mages and crews of the ships in my convoy into the service of the
Republic.“This. Will. Not. Happen.”Damien bit off each word, then forced a smile.“We have made
one delivery to the surface, approximately five million tons of food. Give or take, six weeks of
food for the population of Kormar. The local scientists have not developed a countermeasure to
the bacteria that ate their crops. Their best plan is to plant crops somewhere else and hope that
there is no contamination.“I have a team that could help them. I have enough food to carry
Kormar through an entire growing season. I came here to do those things, but I will not—I cannot
do them under threat.“Unless we come to some agreement or you pull your ships back to your
docks at Baghdad, I have no choice but to evacuate this system. I’m not going to pretend I can
fight your battle group with two cruisers. I will simply withdraw, and between you and me, we will
have damned the people of Kormar.”
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Nathan Smith, “The Protectorate Strikes Back. It’s been awhile since we heard from Damien
Montgomery, Hand of the Mage King of Mars. I read Book 5 about a year ago, and while I didn’t
appreciate the wait, it has been worth it. Hats off to Mr. Stewart for doing a topnotch job with
Unarcana Stars. I could not put the book down until I finished. Per the book, Damien has been in
rehab for eighteen months recovering from saving what seemed like every politician in the
universe and sacrificing his health and magic to do so. Fortunately, he is still a mage with full
power, but he can’t use his hands, and oh boy, he has his hands full with the bad guys in the
Republic. On the plus side, Kelly is back, so is David, and Grace McLaughlin and her love
relationship with Damien, too. The Republic is kicking the proverbial Protectorate’s hiney, and
Damien must rise to the occasion and fight back. Mr. Stewart, when will Damien and the
Protectorate make some progress investigating or discovering their magic predecessors? There
is a real story there if Mr. Stewart can find the time to tell it, and I for one am very anxious to read
it.But, for now, immerse yourself in Book 6, Unarcana Stars. It is time well spent as Damien
assembles forces from across the universe and makes a dramatic stand against the Republic.”

Piotr Jantos, “An attempt to make things overly complicated back-fired. It is difficult to say a lot
about the book without spoiling the plot. Thus, I will try to write around it not to reveal too
much.The book is a logical follow-up of the previous ones. Almost everything is revealed and
nearly nothing remains a secret. The whole plot regards a first phase of a grand war between
two stardom kingdoms (republics?). It ends there, too. Which is probably one of my biggest
complaints - the author decided (for the first time) to divide point of view between two characters
and is using it quite heavily. It results with the storyline so watered that it hardly moves forward.
The storytelling felt sluggish. I admit - it was frustrating. The character development is no longer
there. If somebody picked up this series from this book I am afraid they would not be able to
point out a single character out there - there are literally countless. I stopped recognising them at
some point. What is worse - I no longer cared. The sheer number of non-consequential
personas was numbing.If a reader is picky there are some facts that seem majorly illogical, e.g.
disproportion in firepower between a new republic, which not long ago was a part of the empire,
and the said empire. One might ask - how come? Nobody has realised? There are more little
thingies that are irksome. I can live with them.I decided to give the book four stars. Mostly,
because I am hopeful the following installment will be less watered down and more exciting. I
know that the author can write a book I will not be able to put down before finishing reading it.
This one was not like it, alas.”

Lcashless 1., “good story, why incapacitate your main protagonist?. I like the story, it is a good
page Turner and very interesting. There are plenty of plot twists and turns but there are some
decisions I don’t understand why the author made The main one is why slightly incapacitate your



main protagonist by crippling his hands. You’ve diminished his ability and his power, I don’t
understand the reasoning behind that. To me it makes the character less interesting. It seems
that the book has developed more of a sci-fi military aspect. Most stories you see the main
protagonist grow in ability and power in this book and series the author seems to be going the
other way. Guess I will have to read the next book may not review another book until I get to book
11. Gave it four stars very enjoyable”

Ebook Tops Reader, “WAR.. It’s been a wile since we last saw Damien, and having been used to
his often OP antics it is a bit a shock to see him so... diminished here. It is however completely
reasonable and more humanizing though to find him more dependent on others, and nursing
himself back to health after his last major act. This gives us a chance to see him more tactical
and less direct - though there is still a lot of action going on. We also get to visit with past
characters to see how they’re doing, and we get to see it all against a backdrop of war. I can’t
help but feel like this is a brief pause before things get really crazy again. Lots of tactical and
naval activity here, but it doesn’t hinder. A good story. Recommended. (You might want to re-
read the previous book before reading this one.)”

nosebagbadger, “More Like Military Sci-Fi. Unlike the other books, this one is more purely
combat-oriented - both land and space.That said, it does that excellently (as obviously it's not
Glynn's first foray into the sub-genre). It has a couple of truly immense chapters.We also get lots
of old characters in, to the point that I think he was arbitrarily name-checking everyone, in order
to finish the joining up of the two series. At least three of them will clearly be key in the next
one.In with the new - a good amount of the book focuses on a new character. Personally, I'm not
sure about her, but she's not had much chance for plot progression yet, so I'm happy to wait and
see.”

Daniel Liddle, “Magic v tech. Nice start to a new series in the Mage books. The beginning of the
promised revolution in the other series. This starting book weaves a nice plot among key figures
from the last series and people who Damien has encountered.If you have enjoyed the other
series then this is right up your alley. Space battles, magic, assassin. We still don't know what
Legatus is up to our what tech they acquired from the keepers.Can't wait for the next book.”

Mr. Jan A. Henkins, “A brilliant mix of Sci-fi and fantasy.. Brilliant series, merging my two favourite
genres. Glynn Stewart is a spinner of great yarns - pick up one of his books at your own peril
(you won't be able to put it down). Plays hell with your circadian rhythms...”

Mike In Tokyo, “Rock and Roll. Brilliant, action-packed sequel. The personalities just deepen.
Battle sequences and technology are consistent and totally believable. Avoided the tendency to
end up with overpowered lead characters. Loved it - next please!”



steve batchelor, “Well done.. Well done. Now write the next book as I and others are awaiting
its arrival.I look  forward  to  the  next  installment as I am  unable  to  put  it down  once  I start it”

The book by Glynn Stewart has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 777 people have provided feedback.
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